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Recommender Systems: An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2010

	“Which digital camera should I buy? What is the best holiday for me and
	my family? Which is the best investment for supporting the education of my
	children? Which movie should I rent? Which web sites will I find interesting?
	Which book should I buy for my next vacation? Which degree and university
	are the best for my...
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How to Build Android Apps with Kotlin: A hands-on guide to developing, testing, and publishing your first apps with AndroidPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Master the fundamentals of Android programming and apply your skills to create scalable and reliable apps using industry best practices

	
		Key Features

		
			Build apps with Kotlin, Google's preferred programming language for Android development
	
			Unlock solutions to development...
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Blender 3D 2.49 Architecture, Buildings, and SceneryPackt Publishing, 2010

	Every type of construction - such as building a house, a movie set, or a virtual set - needs a project. These projects are made of a lot of documents and technical drawings, which help in the construction of those buildings. These technical drawings and documents are just fine, but when you need to make a presentation of these projects for...
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Media Composer 6: Part 2 Effects Essentials (Avid Learning)Cengage Learning, 2012

	MEDIA COMPOSER 6: PART 2-EFFECTS ESSENTIALS is for video editors who understand the basics of the editing tools in Media Composer and are ready to move ahead and learn the fundamentals of compositing within Avid Media Composer 6, the non-linear film/video editing application used in most movie and television productions. This book/DVD combo,...
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Real-Time Vision for Human-Computer InteractionSpringer, 2005
The need for natural and effective Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is increasingly important due to the prevalence of computers in human activities. Computer vision and pattern recognition continue to play a dominant role in the HCI realm. However, computer vision methods often fail to become pervasive in the field due to the lack of real-time,...
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How to Do Everything with YouTubeMcGraw-Hill, 2007
In 2005, Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim launched what would become the most popular video sharing Web site ever created. In fact, until YouTube came along, there were few easy ways to share video on the Web—at least ways that were easy, free, and enjoyable, particularly for the average user. Apart from an inspired idea and creative...
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Introduction to Computer Graphics: Using Java 2D and 3D (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	This book is an essential tool for second-year undergraduate students and above, providing clear and concise explanations of the basic concepts of computer graphics, and enabling the reader to immediately implement these concepts in Java 2D and/or 3D with only elementary knowledge of the programming language. Features: provides an ideal,...
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Microsoft Windows Vista: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2006
This fast-paced, no-fluff book teaches you the basics of Microsoft  Windows Vista and includes tips, shortcuts, and workarounds for Windows  veterans as well as new users, whether you're using the Home, Business,  Enterprise, or Ultimate edition of Vista. You'll find step-by-step  instructions and plenty of screenshots that guide you through...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 7 Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2008
In this unique book and DVD package, Mark Galer shows you how to unleash the hidden potential of Adobe Photoshop Elements 7 for professional-quality image editing without the need to upgrade to the full version of Photoshop. Using real-world projects presented in step-by-step tutorials, this guide to Elements' less-known and most powerful...
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Blackberry HacksO'Reilly, 2005
The BlackBerry has become an invaluable tool for those of us who need to stay connected and in the loop. But most people take advantage of only a few features that this marvelous communications device offers. What if you could do much more with your BlackBerry than just web surfing and email? 		


...
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iMovie '09 and iDVD Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Digital camcoders and digital cameras have made it easy to capture video, and iMovie ’09 makes it almost as easy — and fun — to turn your raw footage into a professional-looking, broadcast-quality movie.

iMovie ’09 & iDVD Portable Genius shows you how to get up to speed with iMovie in the shortest possible...
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Foundation ASP.NET for FlashFriends of Ed, 2005
ASP.NET 2.0 is the new version of Microsoft's groundbreaking server-side scripting language. There is currently a huge demand to integrate dynamic content into Flash websites and applications and, as a solid competitor to technologies such as JSP, PHP, and ColdFusion, ASP.NET is one of the most popular choices to achieve this.
Used in...
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